ABSTRACT: New technologies allow rapid discovery of novel sequence variants among which those involving complex structural rearrangements. The description of such complex variants challenges the existing standard sequence variation nomenclature of the Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS, http://www.hgvs.org/mutnomen), because this mainly focuses on simple variants. Here, we suggest several extensions of the HGVS nomenclature guidelines to facilitate unambiguous description of complex sequence variants at the DNA level. These include:
Introduction
The standard human sequence variation nomenclature (http:// www.hgvs.org/mutnomen/) has gradually evolved as the result of continuous additions and changes [Antonarakis et al., 1998; Den Dunnen and Antonarakis, 2000] . The standard nomenclature was predominantly designed and used to describe sequence variants in gene sequence variant databases or in tabular format in publications. The updated standard nomenclature supports the need of the (clinical) genetics community in describing simple variants at different levels, including the noncoding DNA level. Large-scale rearrangements detectable by cytogenetic techniques traditionally belong to the genetic changes covered by the International System for Human Cytogenetics Nomenclature [Shaffer et al., 2009] .
The application of array technology by the cytogenetics community and next generation sequencing technology in DNA diagnostics result in the increased detection of complex changes at relatively high resolution. These complex changes include exon duplications with additional variants in the duplicated exon, but also structural variants (SVs) such as large-scale rearrangements (segmental duplications, inversions, translocations, and transpositions) and copy number variations. The molecular nature of the data generated by the new techniques demands extensions of the standard ISCN and HGVS nomenclature systems. We believe that both systems will gradually approach each other and ultimately merge. As a first step, an extension of the HGVS standard nomenclature is proposed to allow accurate and unambiguous description of more complex changes including SVs. The aims of this article are: (1) to investigate the problems encountered when describing more complex variants, (2) to suggest a solution by extending the guidelines to provide sufficient flexibility and consistency for the description of complex sequence variants, (3) to provide a description format, which can be generated and interpreted by dedicated software tools, such as the Mutalyzer sequence variant nomenclature checker [Wildeman et al., 2008] .
Current Standard Human Sequence Variation Nomenclature
The standard nomenclature for simple sequence variants, its basic rules and variant type preference have been summarized in Box 1 and 
Limitations of the Current Nomenclature
The description of complex variants using ''delins'' and a GenBank accession number is convenient in case of large changes where the inserted sequence is a perfect copy. However, duplications, gene conversions, and inversions often have additional small changes and can be regarded as ''imperfect.'' According to the standard HGVS nomenclature, these ''imperfect'' rearrangements have to be described as deletion-insertions. This makes the descriptions long and complex. In addition, the similarity between the imperfect copies is not easily recognized (Fig. 1) .
Furthermore, the standard HGVS nomenclature defines duplication as ''a sequence change where a copy of one or more nucleotides is inserted directly 3 0 -flanking of the original copy.'' This means that the original sequence (5 0 copy) is in the same orientation (i.e., head to tail) as the inserted copy (3 0 copy). Therefore, the HGVS definition applies only to tandem duplications. The ISCN nomenclature describes these as direct duplications to distinguish them from inverted duplications, in which the order of the bands with respect to the centromere has changed. In cytogenetic terminology, either one of the copies involved may have been inserted in an orientation opposite to the original sequence.
Extensions and Additional Suggestions
To remove the limitations mentioned above, we suggest the following extensions (see Box 1 for a summary of the extended rules):
Nested Changes
We propose the description format using nesting to describe complex variants. This extension could be included in the ''Symbols'' section of the standard HGVS nomenclature as:
* Curly braces { and } are used to indicate ''suballeles, '' containing one or several changes within insertions, gene conversions, inversions and duplications. The suballele is used Extended rules (1) ''Suballeles'' using nested and composite change formats are preferred to describe changes within the range of duplications, inversions, insertions, and gene conversions (2) Nucleotide numbers or ranges specifying the position of a variant in a suballele refer to the original reference sequence in its original orientation. They cannot exceed the range of the duplication, inversion, or gene conversion to which it belongs (3) Variants in a suballele are listed between curly braces and separated by a semicolon (4) When different levels of nesting are used, variant type hierarchy and order are evaluated from the deepest suballele level upward (5) Sequences inserted in a suballele can be specified by a stretch of nucleotides and/or their corresponding accession number and version number separated by a semicolon and ordered from 5 0 to 3 0 . Examples: g.5_25dup{11_12insAT}, g.5_2500dup{111_112insAB345678.1} or g.5_2500dup{111_112ins{GC;AB345678.1; AB456789.1;TAC} (6) Insertions of sequences between 5 0 and 3 0 copies of a duplicated sequence (i.e., before the start of the 3 0 copy) have no insertion position numbers in the suballele description. Example: g.5_25dup{insAT} To demonstrate the use of the nested change description format, we will apply it to describe several theoretical changes in the copies of a region with a duplication (g.200_400dup) and a substitution (g.280A4C) (Fig. 1, alleles A-D, description underlined) . The substitution in the 5 0 copy can be described as g. [200_400dup; 280A4C] . According to the standard nomenclature, the same substitution in the 3 0 copy should be described after submission of the sequence involved to GenBank. Then, the corresponding accession and version number (AB456789.1) are used to describe the change as g.400_401insAB456789.1 (Fig. 1, allele D, description not underlined). For this allele, the nested change format uses the main change type dup followed by the substitution between braces, for example, g.200_400dup{280A4C}. The position of the nested change refers to the original position within the reference sequence, that is, before duplication. Due to the nested change format, ''imperfect'' 3 0 copies are easily distinguished from insertions of nonhomologous sequences in Figure 1 . The similarity between alleles E and F can also be described by adding the change within inserted sequence as a ''suballele'' to the accession numbers of the inserted sequence. In the description g.400_401ins{AB567890.1:g.200_201insTA} for allele F, the accession number of the inserted sequence is contained within the curly braces. As a consequence, the suballele description of inserted sequences can be evaluated according to the standard nomenclature. Other complex variants, such as changes within sequences involved in inversions, gene conversions or other exchanges, can be described by adding these changes as ''suballeles'' to the accession numbers of the exchanged sequences.
Application of the nested change format to theoretical ''imperfect'' inversions in a region with a substitution (g.158A4C) and an inversion (g. 100_200inv) is also easy (Fig. 2) . Consider the deletion-insertion allele g.100_200delinsAB987654.1 (Fig. 2 , allele D, description not underlined), which becomes g.100_200inv{158A4C} in nested change format. The position of the nested change refers to the original position within the reference sequence, that is, before inversion. In addition, the nucleotide specified is also the original one, that is, not its reverse complement in case of inversions. If the inverted region contains an additional substitution (g.176T4C), the standard allele description rules can be used to create ''suballeles'' containing the variants separated by a semicolon, for instance, g.100_200inv{158A4C;176T4C} (Fig. 2 , allele E, description underlined).
The nested change format is also applicable to ''imperfect'' duplications with changes in the orientation of one or both copies (Fig. 3) . For clarity, in this text (but not in the nomenclature) the orientation of the copies relative to the reference sequence is represented by arrows. The -arrow indicates a copy in the original orientation with the sequence specified by the start and end positions; the ' arrow indicates a copy in the opposite orientation with the reverse complement of the sequence specified by the start and end positions. Perfect duplications have copies in the same head-to-tail orientation (--) without any change (g.200_400dup, Fig. 3, allele A) . A small insertion following the 5 0 copy can be described as an allele: g.[200_400dup;400_401insATAC] (Fig. 3, allele B) . The same insertion between the copies can be described as duplication with nested insertion: g.200_400dup{insATAC} (Fig. 3, allele C) . In this case, the nested insertion has no position number to indicate its insertion before the 3 0 copy. A small insertion within the 3 0 copy also can be described as duplication with nested insertion: g.200_400dup{280_281insAC} (Fig. 3,  allele D) . Standard HGVS nomenclature can describe an inversion where the 5 0 copy is inverted (tail-to-tail orientation: !) in an allele format combining inversion and duplication: [inv;dup] . The other copy orientations, head-to-head (! ) and tail-to-head ( ) can be regarded as duplications with nested inversions, which are easily described as dup{inv} and inv;dup{inv}, respectively. Thus, inversion of the 3 0 copy of allele D could be described in the format dup{inv} with two levels of nesting: g.200_400dup{inv{280_281insAC}} (Fig. 3, allele E) . (Fig. 3, allele F) . The inversion of both copies of allele D (or the 5 0 copy of allele E) is described in the format inv;dup{inv}with two levels of nesting: g. [200_400inv; 200_400dup{inv{280_281insAC}}] (Fig. 3, allele G) .
Composite Changes
We propose the composite change description format to describe different insertions of similar sequences. This format uses the ''suballele'' braces of the nested change format to enclose a description of the inserted sequences, which are separated by a semicolon (;) in their order of appearance from 5 0 to 3 0 (e.g., format: ins{sequence; accession number.version number; sequence}, g.200_201ins{ATAC; AB567890.1;AT}. The composite change description format allows a combination of accession numbers and IUB nucleotide codes.
Consider a region in which an insertion of the sequence AB567890.1 was found (Fig. 4, alleles A and B) . Occasionally, similar insertions are observed, but more nucleotides are inserted than those contained within the AB567890.1 record (Fig. 4, allele C ). Allele C is described as g.200_201ins{ATAC;AB567890.1;AT} in composite change format. For optimal flexibility, the composite change format can be combined with nesting to describe the result of mutation events involving sequences of known and unknown origin. Thus, the insertion of a sequence, which differs from AB789012.1 by the additional insertion of nucleotides GC between positions 24 and 25 in AB567890.1, can be described as g.100_200ins{ATAC; {AB567890.1:g.24_25insGC};AT} (Fig. 4, allele D) .
Variant Type Preference and the Order of Descriptions
The standard nomenclature uses different variant types to achieve the shortest description of a specific change. The standard nomenclature contains a hierarchy to indicate which variant type is preferred for a given change (Table 1) . For inserted sequences resulting from a duplication of the immediately preceding sequence (tandem duplication), the variant type duplication is preferred over insertion. Similarly, three other variant types, substitution, inversion, and gene conversion, are preferred above the insertion/deletion (delins) type. New in this extension is that inv;dup{inv} should be used to indicate a duplication in tail-tohead ('') orientation.
The variant type preference should be applied within the ''suballeles'' in the nested or composite change formats introduced here. For the unambiguous reconstruction of the variant sequence, it is important to evaluate the descriptions in the correct order (see Table 2 ). In general, variants in ''suballeles'' should be ordered from 5 0 to 3 0 similar to allele descriptions. In case of descriptions with different levels of nesting, variant type preferences and order have to be applied first on the deepest suballele level (within the most inner braces). For example, working upward in g.200_400dup{280_281insAC}, allows unambiguous recognition of the 3 0 copy as the target location of the AC insertion. In addition, effects on the size of the copy are more easily calculated. In composite change formats, descriptions separated by semicolons should be treated independently in the order from left to right. For example, g.100_200ins{ATAC; {AB567890.1:g.24_25insGC};AT} is not equal to g.100_200ins{AT; {AB567890.1:g.24_25insGC};ATAC}, although the different parts of the inserted sequence are the same.
Discussion
The nomenclature extensions proposed here have been available for comments since June 2010 on the HGVS sequence variation nomenclature Website (http://www.hgvs.org/mutnomen), but no suggestions for modifications have been received. The increased flexibility of the nomenclature extensions will allow simple and unambiguous descriptions of closely related complex variants. The new formats support descriptions at the nucleotide level for duplications with nested inversions, which correspond to the large scale rearrangements known by cytogeneticists as inverted duplications [ISCN2009, p. 69]. For whole genome resequencing projects, the extensions might minimize the submission of sequences involved in SVs as separate entities to GenBank or other primary sequence repositories. The extensions will allow comparable descriptions of similar repetitive elements at different locations. The extended description by itself should not be interpreted as an evolutionary sequence of events, that is, the molecular mechanism leading to the observed complex variant. It should be regarded simply as a description to support automatic conversion of any reference sequence into the sequence observed by the submitter. Similarly, the new formats could be used to describe somatic changes during tumor progression and to follow the evolution of cancer cell genomes. The same reference sequence file would also suffice for other genomic rearrangements, such as gene conversions and translocations leading to gene fusions in leukemia. Furthermore, the use of the same reference file may help to identify variants resulting from retrotransposition of reverse transcribed transcripts in LSDBs or whole genome resequencing data.
The new formats can be expected to remove the limitations of the current version of the standard nomenclature mentioned above. The increased flexibility will, however, add a new layer of complexity to the standard nomenclature. Evaluation of a combination of nested and composite changes will be relatively straightforward and should allow unambiguous reconstruction of the complete complex variant sequence. We have implemented the standard nomenclature in a software tool, the Mutalyzer nomenclature checker [Wildeman et al., 2008] . The nomenclature extensions suggested here are planned to be included in a future version of Mutalyzer and should not be difficult to incorporate in other software with similar functionality.
